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INSIGHTS + NEWS

Press Release: Bowditch & Dewey, LLP Joins MSI Global Alliance

AUGUST 17, 2017

Massachusetts Law Firm Expands Global Resources

BOSTON, MA (August 17, 2017) –  Bowditch & Dewey, LLP is pleased to announce its appointment as the newest
member of the MSI Global Alliance, one of the world’s leading international associations of independent legal and
accounting firms.

With nearly 60 lawyers in three Massachusetts locations, Bowditch & Dewey, LLP offers a depth of practice in several
areas of practice of law, including business and finance, real estate and environmental law, litigation, employment and
labor (including immigration), estate and tax planning, and tax controversy. Fortune 500 companies, start-ups,
institutions, and individuals rely on the firm to craft their business and legal strategies.

James D. Hanrahan, managing partner of Bowditch & Dewey, LLP, commented, “Our partners view the global reach
provided by membership in MSI as both a client service and competitive advantage. The network has already proven to
be a valuable resource to our clients with international needs. We look forward to a rewarding and effective partnership
with all member firms.”

Matthew A. Morris, partner at Bowditch & Dewey, LLP, stated, “We are particularly attracted to MSI because of its
domestic and global reach and its emphasis on mid-size firms. We share a similar breadth of expertise with our fellow
MSI member firms, which will enable us to share our knowledge and offer our clients unique access to an international
network of legal and tax professionals.”

Tim Wilson, chief executive of MSI, went on to say, “I am delighted to welcome this new addition to the MSI family.
Bowditch & Dewey is a well-established and highly-respected law firm with a strong reputation throughout New
England. I know they will contribute greatly to MSI, both within North America and internationally.”

Christopher Rock, partner at Bowditch & Dewey said, “The MSI leadership is extremely well-organized and will help to
ensure that we find the right match for long-term referral relationships in many different practice areas. It is exciting to
have MSI as an asset to address difficult legal questions within specific jurisdictions. We are pleased to be part of the
network.”

ABOUT BOWDITCH & DEWEY, LLP
Bowditch & Dewey, LLP is a midsize law firm with the comprehensive skills and knowledge to handle transactions and
solve legal issues confronting businesses and institutions. With 60 lawyers in three Massachusetts locations — Boston,
Framingham and Worcester — Bowditch & Dewey offers a depth of practice in its core areas of business and finance,
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real estate, litigation, labor and employment, estate and tax planning, and tax controversy that rival much larger firms.
www.bowditch.com

ABOUT MSI GLOBAL ALLIANCE
With over 250 carefully-selected member firms in more than 100 countries, MSI is one of the world’s leading
associations of independent legal and accounting firms. MSI was formed in 1990 in response to the growing need for
cross-border cooperation between professional services firms. www.msiglobal.org

For further information please contact:

Bowditch & Dewey LLP
Jennifer Irvine, Director of Marketing and Business Development
Tel: 508-926-3348
Email: jirvine@bowditch.com
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